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1.. Transmitted herewith ill a translation of an AIRCAMIN raport EnibjaNtitr

indiceted, above * dated 23 Way 1955, the text of 'which was cabled under the
• reference . number.

2. Re para.. 3 of the attachmentt AF,CAPPLIN reported cral)y that
BTARRIIT and ISAR2Si1a NM applied for e loan from the emigre bank at Boma
Germany.
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ATTAChLANT TO IO4A-156SO

SUBJECT:	 . Crisis in the Anti-BANDERA MOUE

SOURCE:	 . AECAPELIN.from Eohdan PIDNAYNYT and Ivan EASHUBA

INFO DATE:	 23 My 1955

'	 1. A week ego I.. had a discussion with Bohdan FIDNAINTI, a meeber of the
Provid of the enti-BAPBRA ZCh/OUN (Kolegiye Upovnovaahenykh). PIDRAYNYT 4p- .
ped tó be very diócoureged and when r *sited him wbr he was in thie condition
he very openly stated that it was bedause of the ,great .crisis which currently

the ranks Of the • anti.BANDERA WOW.	 -

2, This oriel* was precipitated by the following conditione,. First,
there is no unity nor cooperation among the Members of the anti...BARBERA
=Am This has led te.a depressing situation and today th440 p4014.,
regret that they left the pro4ANDERA D2h/OUN. .Secondvand more
is the verrpoortinansial EfitUation in-Which : theantimakMDERA	 titIN-finets
itself Ite . newspaperio. EkroyinallyEatoatiam04 owes the 'Feinting coMpany
014%60, 7,500 DM.- The newspaper haalveet- paYing off its debt at 50 DU
monthly', However, the new director* of 'Zoos" have taken this affair to
the Demon Court and are attempting to collect this debt via a law suit.•
Several ion ago a representative of the German Court appeared at the
.offices of ftraliSskil• Sassotty405 to take away the furniture-endeqUipment.
This is a very.unfOrtanite Oituation. The people who are employed At
Daohnueretrease work almost Without pay. .Their monthly salary is from
100450 DM; And from this little payment they even give soma money to the
anti.BANDERA ZOO= On the other hand, Suahasna Ukreyina:employeee-receive
an Such as 500+600 -BM monthly. Although ZPURVR-4-61 11004$06	 . . •disperses
a large portion Of money, the anti*BANDERA 7.00UNhaa not 	 ablo in any.
fashion to obtain money from them ' in order to straighten out its finances.

3. The.anti-BANDERA Z0h/bUM planned to open its own printing firm with
the aseiatanCeof ZPUBVB and.Buchaena	 na in order to develop a salvo of
income and to assure the	 iidiiqees.- _moo This plan, howeveri has
fallen apart no the reset of Volodymyr STAKRIV and ZenonVARTSIUKI re opposition
with ZPUHYR. STAKHIV and UARTSTUK plan to open their, pun private printing.
fres/ which they will benefit personally. .	 .	 .

4. The lack or understandingorEPUM and lta.peop2.e at
: concerning rayiw Samoat	 and Z	 UN has left IWi
*Song the r,.."11;,,x„	 Z04/0EM that meet of its meals:graof

Are attempting to emigrate from Europe to Can$4a or the U.S. as soon- as
possible, ' Behdan PrDHAINTY-ia also planning to leave arope as seen an he
can.

5. On 23 May 1955, Ivap-EASRUBA related the following to me s Ten
meMbera of the anti.,BARDERA 20h/bUN have approached the Provid of the pro-
BANDERA NOUN with the reouiet that they be readmitted to BANDER/Os group.'
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Allot them were very disenchanted with the fact that ZPUHVR was not pro-
tecting and supporting the anti.BANDBRA ZCOUN. The pro.,BANDERA ZCh/OUN
Provid will take this matter into consideration and will decide whether or
not to re-accept these personalities Into the pro...DAMARA group * Three of
theta clefirtitely will be rejected but there is a poseibility that seven of
them will be re-accepted. Now, BANDERA4 Provid is querying its Territorial
Provide concerning the position BANDVA should take concerning these individuals*
The Provid.is afraid that the Membership may take a dim view should he reNaocept
these people. On the, other hand, it the Provid does not accept these personali-
ties, then the latter will be completely disenchanted politically, will drop
out of Ukrainian politiaal affairs, thus creating a less for Ukrainians. There
are any good people among them who cart make a vstod contribution to Ukrainian

•affairs.

ABOAPELIN COMMENTS

6. This affair Should be considered very carefully. If ZPUNIR and
$wtharn Ukrøyjga does Oot change its position visfa-vis the anti•BANDERA,

tenit is certain that a great number of people will leave the
latter group. Not only will it be a loss in torus of personalities, but it
will also be a compromise of the anti..BANDERA 7411/011N. The BANDERAites
take this as an argument and proof that the creation of the antWANDERA
ZCh/OUN opposition wee merely an attempt to break up ZOOM, Moseys.
STAID& and mkeTalTI must forsake their private interests in favor of the
interests of the group*
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